JACKAL APPROACH ANGLES
These are taken from actual hunts, my last 4 jackal we killed – here is an exact
plan of the hunt and how they came into us when using two Foxpro callers,
they get totally confused and make a lot of mistakes, see how they responded.
This is from actual hunts, NOT made up stuff. Using two callers confuses them
and it really helps.
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This female jackal came in behind us, across our front, and
was totally on the wrong side of the wind, unlucky her. As
usual I used a Chicken distress and social bark on the other
caller. It took 9 minutes to drop her.
This system has proved amazing for confusing dogs, as they
now have 2 choices to respond to and it is basically in their
way so they tend to respond to it before going downwind.
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This male came along the road, again also very wrong, and
we killed him 23m from the Foxpro.
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This was pretty much like the other hunt, just wind was at a
slight more acute angle, but this dog also made a mistake.
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This male jackal got it all very wrong, he was (7 years old) but made a direct
run for the sound, he never worried about scent etc, he heard that fighting
jackal sound and rushed on in.
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This jackal came at the wrong end, he heard the food and a social
sound, then I played a fight and he ran like hell, came in and wanted
to kick the others ass as they fought over a rabbit in his area, he
never worried about wind, and because of that it cost him dearly.

USING TWO CALLERS HAS PROVEN TO REALLY
CONFUSE THE JACKALS, IT WORKS!

